
MYA A Class Rules comments - replies 
 
General 
 
Formatting will be carried out when all documents are finalised to achieve consistency and, 
where it does not conflict with legibility/clarity, a reduction in length. 
 
Words used in their ERS defined sense will be emboldened. Words used in their RRS defined 
sense will be italicised. Cross references will be checked. 
 
Several of the MYA comments propose significant changes to the class rules concerning 
features that have been present for decades. Changes of this nature are not the concern or 
intent of this class rule revision which is concerned with making changes necessary to 
incorporate the effect of interpretations, to address issues that are identified and to make 
changes thought helpful to promote the class and racing at international level. However, if it 
wishes, the MYA may make specific proposals to change the class rules through the usual 
channels. 
 
It is noted that some respondents express dislike of the concept of multiple certificates. It is 
noted that there is no specific proposal to address the basic problem i.e. these effectively exist 
now for some, but not all, owners. Again, if it wishes, the MYA may make specific proposals to 
change the class rules through the usual channels. 
 
We are grateful for the corrections of a typographic/housekeeping nature. 
 
Please see replies regarding other comments. 
 

Has the new IRSA Executive Committee has forgotten that the International A Class was given 
Classic Class status  some while ago, as it could not comply with all the requirements for 

International Class status?  In addition ISAF permitted these classes to retain their original rule 
format, if they so wished. 

 
I am unsure if the EC could have known this.  If the Classic status of the class had been logged 
in any of the IRSA documentation, other than being buried in some minutes, I guess this would 
have been apparent but a quick trawl through that documentation, most of which is inherited 
from the previous chairmanship, shows no indication of this. Are you aware of anything 
perhaps? 
 
But, regardless of the specific status of the class, class rules to SCR standard remain a 
prerequisite for having and maintaining that status. And, importantly, class rules written to this 
standard will go a long way to avoid having so many interpretations in the future. This is in line 
with IRSA’s effort to maintain and promote the classes for which it has responsibility. 
 
 
MYA2 
These comments have been collected from all the respondents who have submitted comments 
to the MYA forum or MYA Technical Officer. Roger Stollery has input these various comments 
against each clause to help committee consideration. 
 

Where a proposal is contentious the number of those who are in agreement has been 
specifically noted. 
 

MYA3 
Substitute Roman numerals  by numbers 
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to avoid confusion with 'I' 
Agree-Already done 
 
MYA4 
use another letter to avoid confusion 

Agree-already done 
 
MYA5 
use another letter to avoid confusion 

Agree- already done 
 
MYA6 
As all but one of respondents are not happy with the idea of 2 certificates, this could be a way of 
getting a desired configuration that will amount to the same thing. IRSA should not be 
encouraging potential cheating in this way. Please remove these clauses. 
See reply for other classes. 
 
MYA7 
Why is this here as it is covered in the RRS? All of this should be omitted/not included in this 
new rule. 
To remind competitors. 
 
MYA8 
This part of the clause will only cause confusion. Better to use the description that is easily 
understood as noted in red. 
Text has already been revised to the following: 
 
The rules of Part 2 are open class rules in which anything not specifically prohibited by the 
class rules is permitted, where individual rules require, limit, or prohibit as necessary. 
 
MYA9 
Why? Surely the boom provides a simple guide that everyone can see, as to whether the sail is 
legal or not. 
As far as I am aware in all classes where a boom limit mark is used it is normal to take the B 
measurement with the boom perpendicular to the mast. This is not the case in the A Class and 
has not been so for decades as far as I am aware. This creates a problem with the limit mark 
being of no value in limiting the B dimension of the sail when the boom is used at some angle 
other than that used at the original measurement.  
The opportunity to deal with the issue has arisen and a practical solution is provided.  
 

MYA10 

Trim needs to be added as this is a key determinant of performance. In vane racing it is the only 
determinant and in radio racing should be restricted to the competitor. 
An interesting proposal for the class rules. It is felt that your point is already covered adequately, 
and in a far better place, in the RRS.  
 
MYA11 

See John Smith's statement about this needing to be the real waterline ending and not some 
fictitious point. 
The forward flotation waterline length ending is not a fictitious point and nor is the forward 
flotation waterline length limit mark.  
 

MYA12 
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This opens up the use of different hulls and different rigs. Having the same mast as  measured 
is one of the key things helping to keep the  cost of this class down. This is not good for the 
future of the class, although it may be good for manufacturers. 
This rule introduces nothing new. The requirement to use the mast and main boom used for 
initial certification measurement is in C.7. These rules reinforce the very long established rule 
that the boat shall use the mast and main boom used at initial certification measurement. This 
was something that an IRSA interpretation appeared to have overturned some years back and 
which the recent revision to interpretations has returned to the long established approach. 
 

MYA13 

If you alter the hull, you will be alter in the geometry? And as above this would not be a good 
thing to encourage. Repairing would be OK. 
Agree-already done- the rule currently requires repairs to the hull to comply with the requirement 
not to change the geometry of the hull. 
 

MYA14 

Why is this necessary at all, as the boat/competitor is identifiable by sail number? If the boat is 
rigged then the sail number identifies it. If it is unrigged in a storage shed then the sails will be 
adjacent, so it doesn't seem have any useful purpose and should be deleted. There doesn't 
need to be the duality with the more important identification in D.1.3 and the debate that this is 
constantly causing and  the aggravation could be avoided.  
The identification that is useful as part of history is covered in D.1.3. 
This has been a feature of this and other class rules for a long time, is generally useful, is 
something that is not considered a problem and is not thought to be a necessary change in this 
rule revision. But the MYA is invited to propose a rule change through the usual channels if it 
thinks this would be useful. 
 

MYA15-MYA16 

Repairing may be OK but not altering as this is likely to affect compliance with the certificate. 
Are you able to suggest a more appropriate wording?  
 

MYA17 

See John Smith's comment about marking the spars to relate to the boat, which would help to 
prevent alternative rigs etc. 
His comment and one earlier in his statement asks for guidance/advice/explanation of the 
changes to help the measurer. 
Certification marking of the spars has not been employed to date and I am not aware of any real 
need to start this practice which may be of questionable value. However we will investigate the 
possibility of  foolproof methods certifying spars. 
 

MYA18 

Cannot another letter be used instead of 'I’ to avoid any confusion?  
Agree-already done. 
 

MYA19 

It usually is so why have this rule? It should be removed as it is unnecessary. 
If there is a minimum size of mainsail, then it is necessary to have a rule requiring it to be used.  
 

MYA20 

There is no good reason for this. For a start it is not inclusive. In strong wind conditions 
abandonment of racing will be to do with safety factors and NOT luff length. 
Competitors who have travelled the whole length of the country should not be prevented from 
sailing if they can. 
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It is not a good idea in principle because it will limit development of lightweight concepts and this 
is not good for the future of the class which relies on new ideas at this end of the weight 
spectrum. 
There is no MYA respondent support for this restriction 

The reasons for this rule are expressed in several other places. But to cover some other points 
raised here: 
As far as I am aware the size is inclusive and your respondents do not suggest otherwise..  
If the abandonment of racing will be for other factors then having a minimum length limit serves 
to assist owners by enabling them to avoid acquiring equipment that is not needed. 
Lightweight boat invariably have smaller sail area and this is invariably achieved by using 
shorter foot lengths. There is no proposal to restrict foot length.  
I am sure that your last statement is true, however I am equally confident that the views of your 
respondents are not representative of all owners within the UK. 
 

MYA21 

This would appear to be a pointless rule as model sails are usually not reefed. 
Scissors are sometimes taken to sails to make them smaller, but this is not reefing as the reef 
cannot be taken out. So it would it be OK to make sails smaller sails by cutting with scissors?  
If there is a minimum size of mainsail, then it is necessary to have a rule prohibiting reefing the 
sail. The minimum width of sails is not restricted and there are no limitations on the number of 
sails used at an event so there is no need to prohibit reducing the size of sails by trimming.  
 

MYA22 

See John Smith's comment defining approximately as 10 mm from the centreline. Even that 
seems excessive and 5 mm would be practical minimising any sliding tack fitting movement to 
10 mm. Maybe even that is too big? 

The word approximately is taken from the RRS 54 which the rule replaces because App E 
cancels RRS 54 for rc boats. A protest under this rule would be handled by a protest committee 
established under the RRS and they should/would be familiar with this requirement and can 
refer to whatever guidance is available by way of Q&A, case books etc.  
 

MYA23 

This Rule and G.2.2 mention minimum and smallest measurements. Surely they should be the 
largest measurements that would comply? 
Imagine a headsail that complies precisely with a J dimension of 500 mm. It will not comply with 
a J dimension of 499 mm but it will comply with any J dimension of 500 mm or greater. The 
minimum J dimension with which the sail complies is 500 mm. This sail may be used on any 
boat whose J dimension is 500 mm or more. 
 
MYA24 
This seems an unnecessary rule as it would be clear to see whether the jib fits within the 
foretriangle. 
Fitting within the foretriangle is not an existing requirement in the class rules. The only limitation 
on a headsail appears to be the cross width. This has been reproduced here – nothing has been 
changed in this respect.  
 
MYA25 
What does this mean? Where is automated defined. As these are’ what if’ rules predicting the 
future, why not wait until there is something on which to create the rule if necessary. The use of 
these words will only lead to interpretations, which is a waste of everyone's time.  
Automated is not defined anywhere that is relevant to this class rule. 
We are seeking to avoid having to introduce a restrictive rule in the future in response to an 
innovation that gives a significant advantage to the user and which may be complex and/or 
costly and therefore to the detriment of the class as a whole. That would be an unnecessary 
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waste of people’s time whereas responding to questions about the class rules is rarely a waste 
of time. But the MYA is encouraged to propose a rule change through the usual channels. 
 
MYA26 
There is a view that with advancing technology some of which is here already that it may be 
advantageous to have a camera on-board transmitting useful information for steering the boat 
round the course and competing. 
Whilst at the moment this rule is probably sensible, onboard cameras are probably the future of 
the sport. Drone and some aircraft racing now takes place with the only visual link to the drone 
or aircraft being via the camera. Think of the number of sailing venues that would become 
available if we didn't have to walk in order to see the boat. Also we could, where the water 
allowed, have far bigger courses and still be in touch with the boat. It might be better to leave 
such things out of the class rules and cover them under the sailing instructions. 
C.9.2 has never been a good rule as things have happened as technology has gone on and the 
rule hasn't always kept up and has just been ignored. Better that the restriction is covered in 
another way. 
What is the problem with cameras on-board anyway? This could be very useful for publicity, 
getting dramatic on board photographs. 
See reply to MYA25 
 
MYA27 
This is a rule from an age past and not relevant today. 
It was suggested by myself that this rule be removed in 1994 and the owner’s association 
vigorously opposed the idea. It remains in deference to those owners and a tradition that is a 
mark of this class.  
 

MYA28 

There is a  thought that all of these tolerances should come out of the class rule and be 
contained in a measurers guide/event measurers guide.  
RRS 64.3 refers to ‘tolerances in the class rules’.  
 

MYA29 

This is too big in relation to the LWL and the weight tolerance. This is one measurement that 
can be done on a table quite accurately and maybe the tolerance should be zero.  
The tolerances are chosen to ensure a compliant boat checked using ad hoc equipment likely to 
be available at the pondside is found to be compliant.  
 

Currently there is no requirement to comply with any dimension on the boat’s certificate except 
rig/sail dimensions and weight. This class rule change is seen as a practical step that can be 
taken to ensure compliance in the future and with limitations placed on the ability to amend the 
boat. 
 

MYA30 

This still looks too big.  
When draught is measured it is rounded up to the nearest whole millimetre. Imagine a draught 
that is found to be 300.0 mm by a perfect measurer using perfectly accurately equipment. 
Imagine the boat is checked by another measurer who is not perfect and who uses different, but 
good, equipment and he finds it to be 300.1 mm. Rounded to 301 mm this would be compliant. 
This 1 mm seems the minimum tolerance for this dimension.  
 

MYA31 

Surely there can be no excess? The boat is either within the rating or it is non-compliant. 
See reply to MYA 29. 
If tolerances are permitted on the individual measurements it is reasonable to assume that there 
should be a tolerance on rating also. A rating of 1005 is a figure that might be found with random 
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variations in the measured dimensions, consistent perhaps with random errors in the original 
and subsequent measurement. An owner who maximised each dimension within the permitted 
tolerances would have a boat with a rating well in excess of 1005.  
 

MYA32 

This rule seems very fair compared with what is suggested here and so anybody who has 
inadvertently not met the tolerances, would be advised to get the equipment inspector to protest 
the boat and let the protest committee deal with it under the RRS.. 
This rule spells it out to the sailor and clarifies what is felt the outcome of a protest should be to 
the protest committee. RRS 64.3 is expressed in a different way. When the protest committee 
finds (the boat does not comply to the tolerances because of ) normal wear and do not improve 
the performance…. it shall not penalise her. RRS 64.3 does not say what shall happen if the 
boat is found to be out of tolerance, without normal wear, and/or when performance is improved. 
This class rule does that. 
 

MYA33 

Shouldn't this be may? 

The boat does not comply with its certificate, it has just been measured and found to have a 
different set of dimensions, if it cannot be corrected to the original dimensions it is not 
unreasonable to make the issue of a new certificate with which the boat complies mandatory 
before continuing to race. 
 

MYA34 

A  revised certificate may not be able to be issued. This is an unnecessary burden on the 
organising authority. There does not want to be another way round getting an alternative 
configuration. Please remove this part of the clause. 
If the boat cannot be corrected the alternative to issuing a new certificate would be to exclude 
her from the event. It is felt that spelling out these potential actions is preventative action that will 
go some way to ensuring the rule never has to be invoked. If it is impossible to issue a new 
certificate I would imagine a competent protest committee would either exclude the boat from 
the event or accept a provisional(un-endorsed) certificate but I see no need to spell this out. 
 

Please consider that currently there is no requirement to comply with any dimension on the 
boat’s certificate except rig/sail dimensions and weight. This class rule change is seen as a 
practical step that can be taken to ensure compliance of un-altered boats in the future and with 
limitations placed on the ability to amend the boat. 
 

MYA35 

Surely it is not necessary to have these  RRS rules in the class rule? Please remove. 
It spells it out to the sailor and the protest committee. See above note regarding preventative 
action. 
 

MYA36 

Measurements might be in accurate during the time that the boat is racing, because it will be wet 
and may have taken up and so not in a dry condition i.e. not in measurement trim 

The boat is to be checked in measurement trim. If it is not in measurement trim any checking will 
have to take due account of the differences.  
 

MYA37 

There is no crew and this rule also should not be in the class rule as the RRS will apply 
whenever necessary.  
Agee-already done. 
 

MYA38 

Unnecessary repetition. 
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Agree-already done. 
 

MYA39 

It would be clearer if the function of this was included in this definition. 
'to provide a measuring point to locate the mast position on the hull', 
Jon Simpson makes the point that there might not be a suitable place to engrave if the whole of 
the deck was a fabric film. See his statement for suggestions. 
John Smith asked whether there should be a maximum distance between mast and this point. 
Ideally it should be as short as possible but it would not matter where it is as the current 
measurement, bow to mast is large and hasn't proved a problem. 
It is not normal to explain the reason for rules – if it were they would be considerably longer than 
they are now – in a short time it will be perfectly well understood by all what the purpose of the 
rule is. The current rule uses the forward end of the boat as a datum point. Not the best choice 
as boats rarely retain the front end of their bumper beyond the first few collisions. I know of no 
boat where there is no point on the deck centreline and an un-prescribed point on the deck 
seems a good alternative. It was thought a minimum and maximum distance might be specified 
but this may well be patronising to owners and measurers alike who probably can be allowed to 
make an intelligent choice un-aided. And see my reply to Jon. 
 

MYA40 

If deck datum point can be anywhere on the deck within the definition why not say so.  
Also it should mention reason for such datum point. 
The A Class rules are  open class rules so any owner or measurer aware of this will know that 
the datum point can be anywhere on the deck. It is not normal to give reasons for class rules in 
the class rules – if we did do this they might be somewhat longer. But the reason can be 
included in the material that normally logs class rule changes and the rationale for them. 
 

MYA41 

Removing identification from the C section, means that there is only one rule. This should 
prevent endless discussion on this minor subject. All that is required is for the registered number 
of the boat to be able to be inspected i.e. easily visible, when a race official finds the boat 
without a sail on it or wishes to check the registered number of the boat. This does not need 
large digits as the chances are that this inspection will be adjacent to the hull. It is not intended 
to be seen from afar. That is what the sail numbers are for. 
There is no plan to change this text which has been in use for some time without any problems 
as far as we are aware. As an open class rule it should be clear that it is permitted to place the 
number on the inside or outside. Feel free to pass such questions to the IRSA TC as we can 
add them to the Q&As section of the class rules section of the IRSA website. 
 

MYA42 

The suggested clause covers this point. 
See above. 
 

MYA43 

Surely this rule is not necessary? So remove it. 
In this open class there is no restriction, other than maximum draught, on the depth of the hull 
and so it is necessary to restrict the material density. 
 

MYA44 

This maintains the current rule. See Jon Simpson's paper on this point. 
Jon raises a good point but it is not as simple as he suggests. See my reply to him. 
 

MYA45 
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This is an unnecessary rule which might prevent amateur builders from tackling this class. Does 
it really matter that the shape is wonky? See Jon Simpson's experience on this matter. This rule 
should be removed as it is not helping anybody. 
When a boat has a QBL that is in excess of the maximum permitted the excess can be reduced 
by moving the boat off the centreline of the measurement jig. With no other guidance over the 
placement of the hull on the measurement jig this is a simple and effective means of limiting the 
advantage that can be gained. However asymmetrical a boat may be there will always be some 
placement on the measurement jig that achieves this requirement. And see my reply to Jon. 
 

MYA46 

3mm seems very generous. 
It is not proposed to change the existing rule. 
 

MYA47 

To be consistent. 
Agree-already done. 
 

MYA48 

See Jon Simpsons paper about this matter and the unfairness relative to the different hull 
sections. There is also the question of what 'afloat' means. Is this just in a tank when the boat is 
sailing on the other side of the lake. Limit marks are difficult to put on accurately around the 
curved shape of the hull, so perhaps some other form of marking, like a short vertical mark near 
the gunwale might be sufficient. Or just forget the idea of this visible check because if the boat is 
properly measured there should be no need for any of this. 
This is a confidence building measure already exercised by some owners and one which is  
simple to take. 
 

MYA49 

If only one mast is allowed (and it should) then this should read "The rig" rather than "A rig. Also, 
if only one headsail is allowed this precludes the use of genoas or spinnakers. If anybody is 
cleaver enough to devise a system of setting and retrieving either a Genoa or spinnaker should 
they not be allowed to do so?  
As this class was devised to be a small scale replica of a full size class of boat then this rule 
should, as in full size, allow genoas and spinnakers. 
It is practice to change headsail booms and headsail luff spars. If we used ‘The rig….’ it might 
be construed or argued that only one headsail boom and only one headsail luff spar could be 
used. Using ‘A rig…’  avoids this snag.  
 

MYA50-MYA51 

Spinnaker boom needs to be added as this seems to be no good reason for removing the sail as 
it will be used in vane racing. Try and make life easier for this lot by including a spinnaker boom. 
Why shouldn't spinnakers be used anyway as there are already people wanting to develop a 
spinnaker setups and why shouldn't they in an open class? There is already one system in 
operation and the developer objects to this change of rule. 
It is proposed to prohibit genoas and spinnakers in this class. As none are used at present it 
seems an appropriate time to do so before time and effort is spent by someone who then 
achieves racing success with his development. Racing success with a genoa or spinnaker would 
probably mean all other sailors in the class had to achieve the same level of technical 
competence, a step which may reduce the popularity of the class and/or increase the expense 
of remaining competitive. 
 

MYA52 

See Jon Simpson's comments about putting booms unnecessarily out of rating. Whilst the 
alternative suggested by Jon is a good one, it doesn't follow from the existing rule, which is and 
has been quite adequate. 
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Another alternative would be to stick to essence of the existing rule and make the cross-section 
at any point at 90° to the boom at that point. You are not then upsetting another designer! 
The point about the main boom spar  datum line is to fix the limit mark on the mast and should 
have no real bearing on the cross-section of tubes which make up the booms. 
The current class rules are wholly inadequate on this subject. The proposed rule is clear and 
almost all normal booms will be compliant.  Requiring the boom spar section to be measured at 
90 degrees to a curved surface is not consistent with good class rules or repeatable 
measurement.  
 

A question by myself to the MYA (yourself possibly) in 2004 regarding this issue has not 
produced any response yet. 
 

MYA53 

This should be included as there is at least one in practical working condition and so why not 
allow this sort of development work. It is after all an open class. 
See MYA50-MYA51 
 

MYA54 

This rule and  C.8.4 mention minimum and smallest measurements. Surely they should be the 
largest measurements that would comply? 
See MYA23 
 

MYA55 

How is this calculated? Although weired and over complex the method for the headsail 
calculation is stated in G.4.2. 
It has been found that stating the calculation in the reverse (J and B from the cross widths) does 
not work as required due to the way in which calculations are handled with regard to rounding. 
Consequently the calculation for the headsail J dimension has been removed from the current 
draft. However it has been possible to assist measurers by creating a page on the measurement 
form that handles the calculations of J and B correctly. 
 

MYA56 

Can't see the point of this. Foretriangle measurement is a method designed so that you do not 
have to measure the sail, but just the triangle, so marking sails is pointless. It is easy to see that 
the headsail is set within the foretriangle and if it is too wide it won't pass the mast. This system 
has worked for the whole duration of this rule, so there is no need to change it and make it more 
complicated. Remove this unnecessary rule. See also noted below. 
However, at some stage in the history of the class a limit of 2 inches maximum overlap of the 
headsail leech aft of the mast was introduced and this was translated into a cross width for the 
1994 version of the class rules. This is retained here. Without that cross width restriction it might 
be possible to remove this requirement. However it may be useful to retain the cross width 
restriction. 
 

MYA57 

The whole idea of having a fore triangle measurement is that you then do not need to measure 
any jibs. Any sail that can be set within that fore triangle should be legal. If you have these 
proposed measurements you might as well measure the sail and get rid of the fore triangle 
measurements. The whole thing is pointless. In the absence of a genoa, when you have an 
overlap limit which must, of course, be measured, there is no point in measuring the sail and 
particularly the foot. You could argue that the half height needs measuring to restrict the roach 
on the jib but in practice this is self restricting as if you put too much roach on the sail it will not 
tack.  
  
Likewise the foot measurement on the main. The idea of the black band was that you could see 
if a competitor was taking the piss and there was no need to measure the foot of the sail. If it set 
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within the black band it was legal. You would still, of course, have to measure the intermediate 
widths to restrict the roach but these measurements have some purpose. These new 
measurements do not and they are just complicating something that could and should be 
simple. 
See MYA56 regarding headsail. 
See MYA9 regarding mainsail. 
 

MYA58 

To be consistent with the measurement of other classes other classes to go down the ERS route 
would be confusing. 
This is a concession to owners where it may be time consuming and/or unnecessary to remove 
the spar. 
 

MYA59 

Surely this repetition is not required? If you 

Repeated for clarity. 
 

MYA60 

having the mast that is vertical in the transverse direction is understandable, but what if in the 
fore and aft direction the mast cannot be vertical because of the restriction in construction/sailing 
set up. Surely the normal rake when the boat is set up for sailing gives no problem? 

Perhaps add 'with mast rake set up as for racing ' 
Under the current class rules the mast may be anywhere + or – 13 mm from the original 
position, and the mast may be raked at any angle from vertical. The effect of shifting the weight 
of the rig by + or – perhaps 70 mm will be considerable. The proposed rule eliminates this and 
makes tight tolerances for equipment inspection measurement possible. 
 

MYA61 

Surely to set up the dry measuring equipment the boats waterline endings have to be supported 
on the hull. With the bow bustle then may not be any hull at the measured waterline length 
measurement points on which to support the boat, so how is the measurement to be taken? 
What is proposed does not comply with H.5.15. 
It is not proposed to change the way in which freeboards are defined or taken. Do not 
understand comment.  
 

MYA62 

The boat has to be set up as described above to take this particular measurement. 
Do not understand comment. 
 

MYA63 

See comment on H. 2.1. It may not be able to be vertical, but could be in normal rake position. 
See MYA60 
 

MYA64 

To be consistent this should be in the C section. It 
This section is devoted to definitions. It seems the best place to put all definitions.  
 

MYA65 

To be consistent this clause should be in the C section. 
This section is titled Measurements and Calculations and all related material is collected here 
rather than be dispersed elsewhere. 
 

MYA66 

To make the difference between 2 bow bridging figures more understandable, it would be good 
to have in heading, the bow bridging circumstance i.e. 'bridging line contacting below 20 mm' . 
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For the BOW BRIDGING B below 'bridging line contacting above 20 mm' 
Agreed-done 
 

MYA67 

this rule change in 1994 by Jan Dejmo (evidence at the bottom) was uncalled for, has made 
measuring far more complicated and didn't comply with the original rule which said no hollows in 
the profile. It is appreciated that we are lumbered with this complication, but it could have been 
so much easier to measure, as well as looking a lot better. 
As I recall it the 1994 rule revision was handled by myself, without Jan’s involvement, and with 
input from the A Class OA. It is not proposed to change this rule. The problem with the rule 
requiring no hollows in the profile was that there was no means of discriminating between the 
profile of the hull and that of the appendages. Without some such method the rule was at least 
ambiguous and possibly meaningless. 
 

MYA68 

No need for aft head point, but the attached area could be noted as headboard.  
Remove aft head point is not needed by the rule. 
It is true that it is not necessary to have the aft head point identified here but it does no harm 
leaving it.   
 

 
 
End 
 
Graham Bantock 
Chairman of Technical Committee, IRSA 
8th January 2016 
 
  


